
iGRC Content Service
A healthcare-specific solution tailored for each provider

Annual iGRC Content Subscription, Automatic Quarterly Updates

Why is it better?

Finally, there is a better way to address regulatory change management with iGRC Content Managed Service. A 
managed service tailored for healthcare providers, Edgile provides harmonized laws and regulations in an easy-to-use 
format for any GRC automation tool or manual compliance program. The annual subscription services provide not only 
the synchronization of the laws and regulations that matter most to your organization, but also highly useful risk,
governance and control-related information to help your compliance program run at an optimized level.

What is it? 

It’s your Risk Register — holding the 
information and technology related 
risks comprised of harmonized laws, 
regulations, industry standards and 
other related mandates.

What can you use it for?

   Risk Assessment
   Compliance Readiness
   Policy and Standard 
   Development/Refresh

Easy to navigate our IT risk management framework

Transparency through verbatim sources 

Sources, sooner through quarterly update 
and releases

Thousands of mandates reduced 10X

Developed by a team of lawyers, cybersecurity and 
IT professionals

Integrates risk with compliance concepts

Can easily be tailored through consulting to include 
client specific policies
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Laws Harmonization Quarterly Updates

Industry Requirements

HIPAA Privacy

HIPAA Security

HITECH Act

US Privacy Laws

EU GDPR

Electronic Signature

FTC Health Breach Rule
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How It Works

Edgile Technology 
Diagnostics
for Heathcare Providers
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1. Edgile provides you 
an updated list

2. You select incremental 
sources or request a full
recompiling of the library

3. Client confirms with
Edgile new sources

requested
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New Regulations, New Threats Require New Tools

Edgile Technology Diagnostics enables companies to more easily identify 
unknown security issues and demonstrate their proactive security posture.  

Our diagnostics enable CISOs to answer the toughest questions:
• Is our technology secure?
• Are we compliant with cybersecurity regulations?
• Where are our largest technology gaps?
• How do we compare against other firms?

Additional GRC Managed Services 

Getting Started

Edgile works with each client to tailor the library for its unique needs. Getting started is easier than you may think 
and typically takes less than one week. Annual subscriptions with automatic quarterly updates include two days of 
onsite consultation to help you implement your new iGRC Content Service. 

A brief demo is all you need to make the switch; you will see how iGRC Content refines how companies can spend 
less money and get better results from their GRC programs. Contact Edgile today to schedule this demonstration.

Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations, providing consulting, managed 
services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing on-premises and cloud programs that 
increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. To learn more, visit edgile.com.


